are the declarative memory system, which has the hippocampus as its central structure ( 
nisms are present also in humans is to investigate a 14 2], p ϭ 0.028, SVC FWE-corrected). Thus, in both p ϭ 0.017, SVC FWE-corrected) between the recognicomparisons, greater recognition-related activity was tion-related activity and the cognitive subscore. In conobserved in the right caudate nucleus of the control trast, disease severity was positively correlated with subjects in comparison with HD patients, suggesting activity in the medial temporal lobe (MTL) bilaterally that this effect is related to route recognition rather than (right hippocampus/parahippocampal local maximum at route encoding (see corrected) and in the right anterior cingulate region (cluster p ϭ 0.007, corrected) compared to the HD group (for To characterize the relation between the caudate nucleus and the MTL more directly, we investigated the further details concerning local maxima, see Table 3 ). psychophysiological interaction (Friston et al., 1997) between these structures with respect to route recognition Discussion and visuo-motor control, using the caudate nucleus as the seed region. Group comparison showed a greater
The main finding of the present study was that the hippocampus in HD patients compensates for caudate dyseffect in the control subjects compared to the HD patients in the right anterior MTL (Figure 3 ). This effect function during route recognition, maintaining close to normal route recognition performance. This finding rereflects a stronger correlation of activity in the control group between the right caudate nucleus and the anceived further support from the results of the psychophysiological interaction, which suggested an increased terior hippocampus in route recognition compared to visuo-motor control ([26 Ϫ4 Ϫ26], p ϭ 0.010, [16 Ϫ14 interaction between the caudate nucleus and the MTL during route recognition in healthy subjects compared Ϫ20], p ϭ 0.018, SVC FWE-corrected).
Although the main focus of the present study was on to the HD patients. This interaction appears to be adaptively modified in the HD patients to allow for more indethe interaction between the caudate nucleus and the hippocampus, additional results were obtained in the pendent and presumably compensatory MTL processing.
Hence, it appears that the two memory systems contribgroup comparison (see Table 3 ). Briefly, in route encoding versus visuo-motor control, control subjects showed ute in a parallel, noncompetitive way to route recognition as tested here. This suggests that the MTL is able to greater activation in the right medial occipital-temporal region (cluster p ϭ 0.065, corrected), and similar right compensate seamlessly for the gradual functional deg- swered the question of how this compensation is preNevertheless, we were able to include HD patients with a moderate spectrum of disease severity as confirmed by the wide range of cisely implemented and which neural pathways are in-disease severity scores (Table 2) obtained by using the Unified Huncated by the yellow arrowhead and subsequently taken by the video sequence. Each cycle started by indicating to the subject that a tington's Disease Rating Scale (UHDRS; Huntington Study Group, 1996) . This spectrum of disease severity enabled us to investigate new house had to be learned. Visuo-Motor Control the compensation account by a correlative approach as outlined above.
Subjects "traveled" repeatedly along the same empty hallway. When they saw the yellow and the red arrowhead at the end of the hallway, In addition, 18 healthy control subjects participated in the study (4 female, 14 male; mean age ϭ 49 years [SD ϭ 11]; mean number they were instructed to press the button assigned to the direction indicated by the yellow arrowhead. of years of formal education ϭ 12.6 [SD ϭ 3]). The patient and the control group were matched for age (t 28 ϭ 0.09, n.s.) Structural MRI Analysis Each video sequence depicted a fixed route through the different To estimate caudate nucleus atrophy, we measured the bicaudate rooms of the homes and included five decision points (intersections). ratio (BCR) on axial slices of the structural high-resolution MRI as Two arrowheads, indicating left, right, or straight ahead, appeared described elsewhere (Aylward et al., 1991). In short, the BCR is the at every decision point for 2.5 s accompanied by a freeze of the ratio of the bicaudate distance (minimum distance between the video sequence for 2 s. In the route-encoding condition, one arrowfrontal horns of the lateral ventricles) and the bifrontal distance head was yellow (predicting the direction where the "travel" will (maximum distance between the frontal horns of the lateral ventrigo) and the other red. During the route-recognition condition, both cles). In addition, to estimate the symmetry of caudate nucleus arrowheads were red. The interval between each decision point atrophy, we calculated the BCR index separately for the right and was 3.5 s. For the visuo-motor control task, one additional virtual left hemisphere, resulting in a right BCR and a left BCR. environment was constructed, which depicted an empty, straight hallway. Here, the video sequence showed the same straight "walk" Functional MRI Data Analysis and two arrowheads at the end of the hallway (one in yellow and Image preprocessing and statistical analysis was performed using one in red) for five times. The timing of this control video sequence the SPM99 software (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk). The functional was identical to the other sequences described.
EPI-BOLD images were realigned and the subject mean were coregistered with the corresponding structural MR images using mutual information optimization. These were subsequently spatially normalProcedures The experiment included four conditions: route encoding, visuoized (i.e., the normalization transformations were generated from the structural images and applied to the functional images) and motor control, rest, and route recognition. Each condition cycle started with a route-encoding condition and ended with a routetransformed into a common space, as defined by the SPM99 MNI T1 template (Evans et al., 1993), and finally spatially filtered by recognition condition, with the order of the control and rest condition randomly changing over cycles. Before entering the MR scanner, convolving the functional images with an isotropic 3D Gaussian kernel (8 mm FWHM). The fMRI data were proportionally scaled to subjects practiced the task in two cycles with virtual homes not used during the experiment. In the scanner, video sequences were account for global effects and analyzed statistically using the general linear model and statistical parametric mapping (Friston et al., presented by a computer using ERTS software (http://www.erts.de) for stimulus presentation and response recording. Stimuli were 1995). The linear model included convolved explanatory variables (regressors), modeling the encoding, the retrieval, and visuo-motor back-projected via an LCD projector onto a translucent screen, which subjects viewed through a mirror mounted at the head coil.
control conditions using boxcar regressors. The explanatory variables were temporally convolved with the canonical hemodynamic Subjects responded with an optical button device held in their dominant hand. Altogether, the experiment consisted of 14 cycles, separesponse function. In addition, the linear model included the session/subject effects and a temporal high-pass filter to account for rated into two runs of seven cycles each. Across subjects, two versions of the experiment were used, differing in the order of cycles various low-frequency effects. In order to account for temporal autocorrelation, the fMRI data were convolved with a Gaussian (FWHM ϭ only. The subject's head was immobilized using a vacuum cushion to reduce head motion. 4 s) temporal kernel, and effective degrees of freedom estimated (Worsley and Friston, 1995) .
Route Encoding
While the subjects viewed a video sequence of a virtual home, they For the statistical analysis, relevant contrasts parameter images were generated for each subject and these were subsequently subwere instructed to remember the directions taken at each of the five decision points (left, right, straight ahead) and to press the jected to a second-level random effects analysis. The performance scores were included as a confounding covariate when relevant and respective button on the button-box to confirm the direction indi-it turned out that the reported results did not depend strongly on in the dorsal striatum: relation to hippocampal function. J. 
